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You will get on better and better with our CUV. This is ensured 
through numerous new developments, intelligent assistance 
systems and attractive design features. The sum of all its parts 
results in unlimited holiday pleasure. 

MOST INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY 
FOR 100% WANDERLUST

BOXSTAR TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS   2 | 3

1. THERMAL INSULATION 1

We have introduced a multi-stage process in order 
to optimally insulate our CUV and to provide you 
with a pleasant indoor climate in both the cold and 
heat. Special insulation materials and different 
insulation components are combined in the interior. 
Our manufacturing and processing methods facilitate 
precise and material saving integration. Starting with 
the roof and base beads over vehicle body surfaces 
and struts, we insulate all parts of our CUV, including 
the wheel arches and doors.

2. INTELLIGENT FLOOR CONSTRUCTION 1

The base plate which is perfectly adapted to the body 
shape is manufactured using sandwich construction. 
In addition to an added insulation effect, this gives 
our CUV a maximised interior standing height.

3. COLD-CONDUCTION-FREE  
FRAME WINDOWS 1 

Our CUVs are all equipped with SEITZ S7P frame 
windows, also in the bathroom. These provide the 
windows with cold-conduction-free insulation, which 
can be darkened in a particularly easy and opaque 
way thanks to a special comfort roller blind system. 
The blinds are integrated in the dinette area and by 
the longitudinal beds behind a front wall panel. For 
lasting value preservation, we also seal the cut edges 
on all openings with corrosion protection. 

4. EXCLUSIVE 17‘‘ KNAUS  
ALLOY WHEELS 2

The new 17‘‘ alloy wheels with a unique KNAUS 
design are a visual highlight and complete the overall 
harmonious appearance of our CUV. In addition, 
they offer a more dynamic driving experience than 
conventional steel rims and are easier to care for due 
to the stainless material.

5. SCREEN DOOR 1 & STEP 2

It boils down to the details. Such as, for example, the 
standard fly screen door or the electric step, which 
automatically retracts if forgotten before driving off.

1 Range 2 Options

Black gloss 
polished front

Titanium  

metallic paint
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BOXSTAR COMFORT HIGHLIGHTS   4 | 5

Everyday life, leisure or holiday?  
The CUV generation can do it all.

Experience a lot today and feel refreshed tomorrow. That’s not possible? Yes it 
is! With our agile and well-equipped CUV, you can safely go to and relax in the 
most beautiful places in the world and enjoy 5-star comfort with home-based 
advantage. Thanks to super comfortable mattresses and an innovative climate 
concept, you are in your favourite place wherever you are in the world.

1. EXCELLENT SLEEPING COMFORT 1, 2

Standard range, excellent two-layer cold foam 
mattresses 1 in our CUV ensure a restful night‘s 
sleep. Those who like even more luxury can 
indulge themselves in the optionally available 
EvoPore mattresses with WaterGel edition 2.

2. INNOVATIVE CLIMATE  
& WARMING SYSTEM 2

When designing our CUV, it was particularly 
important to us to equip the vehicles so that 
they offer the highest level of comfort in both 
summer and winter. That‘s why the optional 
rooftop air-conditioning system will in future 
ensure a pleasant cooling of the interior at tropical 
temperatures, as well as provide sufficient heat 
at low temperatures through the individually 
controllable air conditioning devices. These are 
optimally positioned and distributed throughout 
the vehicle. For example, the floor heating 
extends from the dinette pedestal to the hallway 
and into the bed area. In the sleeping area, the 
pre-heated mattresses await you. While driving, 
the heated cab carpet keeps your feet warm.

3. OPTIMISED WATER TANK SYSTEM 1

In order to increase vehicle stability and achieve a 
balanced weight distribution, we have integrated 
the newly developed tank system above the 
wheel arch. Thanks to warm air circulation, the 105 
l water tank is optimally protected, even against 
low temperatures.

1 Range 2 Options



Maximum safety, optimal 
insulation, and minimal wind 
noises due to the standard Seitz 

S7P framed windows

Harmonious overall i
mage : The 

exclusive 17 “ K
NAUS alloy 

wheels and the d
ynamic foil 

graphics fit tog
ether perfectly

Thanks to the optional roof air 

conditioning system, it is pleasantly 

cool in the BOXSTAR, even in hot 

summer weather

BOXSTAR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS   6 | 7

BOXSTAR OVERVIEW

2-5 2-4

       

Layout 6

Total admissible weight 3.300 - 3.500 kg

Maximum load capacity  460 - 650 kg

Length (min / max) 541 / 636 cm

Width (exterior / interior) 205 / 187 cm

Height (exterior / interior) 258 - 282 / 190 - 218 cm

Tyre / Rim size 235/60R17 / 6,5Jx17"

More information at www.knaus.com/boxstar 



BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

This invites you to relax. The 
BOXSTAR 600 STREET looks just as 
good on the road as it does parked.  
The perfect setting for Maras and Theo‘s 
relaxing time together in Provence.

Provides maximum 

living comfort with 

a compact 5.40 m 

outside length

Up to 5 beds for 

the whole family

The biggest of our 
BOXSTARs : There is a maximum 

amount of storage sp
ace in the 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS   8 | 9

No need to worry about 

uninvited guests thanks 
to the screen door

For safety, the e
lectric side 

step automatically retracts 

if it has been fo
rgotten

599 cm205 cm

258 cm
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1 BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

1.  High-quality screens. In the seating area and on the longitudinal 
beds, we have installed breathable and additionally insulating 
front wall screens. At the same time, these visually integrate the 
comfort roller blinds of the Seitz S7P frame windows. 

2.  Variable bench. The seat can be adjusted in different directions 
for more freedom of movement and ergonomic travel.

Favourite place and 
holiday scent. Here, Mara 
and Theo can just chill out 
and enjoy the scent of the 
Provence. The floating 
dinette table offers plenty 
of room to stretch your 
legs and feel good.

BOXSTAR HOME & LIVING   10 | 11

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

540 ROAD Bench

600 STREET Bench

600 FAMILY Bench

600 LIFETIME Bench

600 SOLUTION Bench 

630 FREEWAY Bench

Superb legroom: The floating 

dinette table gives you t
he 

chance to stretch your l
egs 

without restriction

The optional LED spotlights can 

be flexibly aligned and tu
rned on 

and off particularly easil
y, thanks 

to the touch function.
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BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREETBOXSTAR 600 STREET

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

540 ROAD Kitchenette

600 STREET Galley kitchen

600 FAMILY Galley kitchen

600 LIFETIME Kitchenette

600 SOLUTION Galley kitchen

630 FREEWAY Galley kitchen

BOXSTAR COOK & ENJOY   12 | 13

1.  Flexible counter top. It’s no problem 
when there‘s more to cut and prepare. 
Thanks to a hinged extension and sink 
cover the counter top can be extended 
to a maximum.

2.  Cool device. With a volume of up to 90 
litres, the CUV refrigerators offer extra 
space and are particularly quiet thanks 
to night setback.

3.  2-flame cooker. Fast and easy use of 
hobs thanks to electric ignition.

Cooking is done with 
love here. It’s also 
done with fresh herbs 
from the Provence. 
Due to the counter-top 
extension there is plenty 
of preparation space 
alongside the spacious 
storage cupboards.Soft-close overhead cup

boards 

with automatic locking

Foldable counter
 top 

extension with practical 

one-handed ope
ration

The new CUV compressor refrigerator is 
exciting with a huge volume of 90 litres 

and near silent night setback 

The high-quality stainle
ss steel sink is set 

into the worktop and can be tran
sformed 

into a counter top with a matching cover 

The extra large G
RASS complete 

set kitchen draw
ers can be 

completely removed and closed
 

silently thanks 
to Soft Close

The LED control panel 

controls the ent
ire 

board electronic
s



BOXSTAR 600 STREET

180 X 200 cm

BOXSTAR SLEEPING & GROOMING   14 | 15

1.  Standard compact bathroom. Sliding 
mirror, numerous shelves and optimised 
legroom ensure maximised benefits.

2.  Optional spacious bath. Here, the 
hand basin can be folded out into a large 
washbasin and the hallway to the bed is 
used for the spacious shower cubicle.

Beauty sleep 
redefined. Mara 
and Theo not only 
sleep well in the 
spacious transversal 
bed, but they can 
also enjoy a unique 
view when they 
open the rear doors.

1 2COMPACT BATH BOXSTAR 600 STREET SPACIOUS BATH BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

Additional shelf space 

loudspeakers and sock
ets due to 

trim developed in-house

Bedroom meets storage spa
ce. 

You have plenty
 of storage spac

e 

for luggage, spo
rts equipment and 

your holiday so
uvenirs under t

he 

generous transv
ersal bed in the

 

rear of the cara
van.

Treat yourself to
 a little 

more comfort! With optional 

EvoPore mattresses and 

WaterGel toppers 

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

540 ROAD     2-3    with compact bathroom*

600 STREET     2-3    with compact bathroom*

600 FAMILY     4-5   with compact bathroom*

600 LIFETIME     2-3   with compact bathroom*

600 SOLUTION     4    with compact bathroom*

630 FREEWAY     4   with compact bathroom*

* Spacious bathroom option possible

The mirror can 

individually 
be moved 

to the left o
r right and 

thus serves 
as visual, 

splash or fal
l protection



INDIAN SUMMER ENERGY TURIN

LAS VEGAS*CASUAL SILVER

10.0.85090 Hohenstein

ACTIVE ROCK*
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1. MAGNOLIA

2. EARTH

3. AVOCADO

4. STONE

5. PEACH

6. AQUA 

PAINTS

ALU SILVER (M
ETALLIC)

FER GREY (METALLIC)

BLACK (METALLIC)

GOLDEN WHITE (METALLIC)

PROFONDO RED (METALLIC)
LAGO BLUE (METALLIC)

TIZIANO RED (UNI)

LINE BLUE (UNI)

IMPERIAL BLUE (UNI)

WHITE (UNI)

BOXSTAR UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

UPHOLSTERY, DECORATION 
PACKAGES & PAINTS
Design the interior of your CUV individually with our varied 
upholstery and fabric options. Our ACTIVE LINE upholstery features 
reliable stain protection whilst also being water- and oil-repellent. 
Do you have to go outside to enjoy a glass of red wine? Sure, if you 
wish. However, that shouldn’t be because you’re worried about 
staining the furniture. Of course, your CUV should also sparkle in 
your favourite colouron the outside.

 Series options  *ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)

HIGH-TECH UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

ACTIVE LINE upholstery fabrics repel water 
and oil and are extremely easy to clean. 
Liquids no longer penetrate immediately and 
most stains can be removed without problems 
with a damp cloth. 

CAMPOVOLO GREY (UNI)

 Antibacterial

 Stain protection

 Breathable

 Water- and oil-repellent

 Easy care

Enhance your CUV with two 

large (60 x  40 cm) and two small 

(40 x  40 cm) cushions
With down filling

Matching table runners 

Essential additio
ns: two 

super-soft cud
dly blankets

COSY HOME PACKAGES

BOXSTAR UPHOLSTERY, PAINTS & COZY HOME-PAKETE   16 | 17

COLOUR VARIANTS

We have a wide range of colours – is it difficult 
to decide right away? Take your time.
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KNAUS DEALERS & PARTNERS   18 | 19

Easily 
controlled 
via an app

TRUMA

PIONEER

Ideal quality for supplies on the road 
can be found here. The intelligent 
Truma iNet System enables you to 
easily control your air-conditioning 
and heating systems, as well as the gas 
supply, via an app.

Going straight to your destination - you 
are on the safe side with the Pioneer 
NavGate EVO. The seamlessly integrated 
navigation and entertainment system 
comes fitted with integrated DAB+ receiver 
and is intuitive to use.

Quality heating 
systems

Cool air-cond
itioning 
systems Intelligent gas 

supply

Quick access to 

the rear camera
Ideal for your t

rip: 

5,600 parking spots 

saved across Europe

Voice control via 

smartphone

Easily controlled 
via an app

And in

OUR DEALERS  
& PARTNERS

Ireland

Sweden

Norway

Denmark

Netherlands

Germany
Poland

Slovakia

Hungary
Romania

Austria
Switzerland

France

Spain
Portugal

Italy

Greece

Turkey

Slovenia

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

Belgium

Finland

South Korea

China

Iceland

Australia

Great Britain

Taiwan

Japan

FRANKANA FREIKO

There are some things that you simply 
cannot do without on the camp site. 
You can rely on the KNAUS collection by 
our partner Frankana Freiko.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS FROM TEN HAAFT

With the new optional satellite systems from ten 
Haaft, TV viewing pleasure in KNAUS motorhomes is 
even more comfortable and user-friendly. The Oyster 
60 Premium offers a clear TV signal, technical highlights 
such as a feature box with WiFi connection, smartphone 
app control and much more.

Oyster 60 Premium

Control of the system and the TV with only 

one system remote control

More information can be 

found at deale
r.knaus.com

7 - step adjus
tment

4 per set

Turns the cha
ir into a 

comfortable loun
ger

Over 25 countries. More than 300 brand 
partners. KNAUS is represented worldwide. 
This huge dealer network plays a part in 
ensuring great customer satisfaction.

FRANKANA FREIKO

Discover the diverse offer in our fan shop 
shop.knaus.com

1. Pot-Set Skipper 8+1
Item no. 51 013 

2. Cutlery Set Cosmic, 8-piece
Item no. 51 014 

3. Mugs 4-piece set, blue
Item no. 651/020

4. Camping Table Linear 115 WPF 
Item no. 51 012

5. Camping Chair Kerry Phantom 
anthracite, Item no. 651/019

6. Footrest Kerry Phantom 
anthracite, Item no. 601/143



Discover KNAUS diversity  
on our social media channels! 
Find all the information about our products on our homepage. 
Interesting articles about KNAUS and travel are available on our 
Schwalbenblog and on Facebook & Instagram. And you will find 
lots of great camping items in the KNAUS Fan shop.

Always available :
 our website 

www.knaus.com
Interesting contributions & discussions 

on social media channels

The new Schwalbenblog 

offers interesting 
stories :  

schwalbenblog.knaus.co
m
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At the time of printing (08/2018) information regarding the scope of delivery, dimensions, and weights as well as the appearance are based on our current state 
of knowledge. We reserve the right to make amendments to equipment, technical data, the scope of delivery, and prices. After contracts have been concluded, 
technical amendments to the structure are reserved provided that they are made due to technical progress and are reasonable for the customer. Minor 
changes in condition and in colour are also - after conclusion of contracts - reserved provided that these could not be avoided due to the nature of the material, 
and that they are reasonable for the customer. In some cases, figures show optional equipment that is available at additional cost, or equipment features from 
prototypes/studies that are not standard and are not available individually as optional equipment. Colours may appear altered due to the printing process. 
Before purchasing a vehicle, please consult a suitable authorized dealer who can provide you with comprehensive information and advice about all the latest 
models. The decorations illustrated in the catalogue are not included in the scope of delivery. Please also consult the information contained in the current price 
list, particularly with regard to weights, vehicle load capacities and tolerances. May only be reproduced in whole or in part with the prior written permission of 
Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Errors and omissions excepted.

Knaus Tabbert GmbH . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

shop.knaus.com
Discover KNAUS diversity on our social media channels!
You can find much more information about KNAUS at www.knaus.com

NEW


